WHEN UPTIME
IS REALLY CRITICAL
DISCOVER THE DIFFERENCE AT ENERGYST.COM
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WE ARE ENERGYST.
POWERED BY
CATERPILLAR
POWER AND TEMPERATURE CONTROL ARE VITAL TO PROTECT
THE SAFE AND EFFICIENT OPERATION OF YOUR CRITICAL FACILITY.
WHETHER YOU’RE RUNNING A HOSPITAL, DATA CENTRE, AIRPORT
OR PRISON, WITHOUT A RELIABLE SUPPLY YOUR WHOLE OPERATION
COULD BE COMPROMISED. WHAT IS MORE, UNEXPECTED FAILURES
ARE NOT JUST COSTLY IN TERMS OF YOUR FINANCES, THEY MAY ALSO
DO UNTOLD DAMAGE TO YOUR REPUTATION. SO WHEN YOU NEED A
POWERFUL SOLUTION THAT YOU CAN REALLY RELY ON, IT PAYS TO
GET REAL ENERGY FROM ENERGYST.
Energyst is the name to trust
Energyst CAT Rental Power is one of the
world’s leading providers of power and
temperature control rental solutions. As
a subsidiary of Caterpillar dealers and
Caterpillar Inc., our extensive range of world
class rental equipment includes everything
from power generators and load banks to
heating and cooling solutions for energyefficient temperature control.
We are Energyst CAT Rental Power
When it comes to equipment hire, we are CAT
rental. And if the world’s leading manufacturer
of diesel and natural gas engines can trust
Energyst with their reputation, it goes without
saying that you can rely on us too.

Global solutions, local know-how
Thanks to our special relationship with
Caterpillar, Energyst can provide a unique
level of service too. So whether you’re looking
for a solution that you can roll out across a
network of international businesses, or a oneoff solution for an individual facility, no one
is better placed than Energyst. Not only can
our branches be found across the globe; we
also work in close collaboration with the many
Caterpillar rental partners globally. Which
means that unlike other rental companies,
we can genuinely think globally
and act locally.

WE’RE
HERE
FOR
YOU
24/7
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CRITICAL FACILITIES

WE’LL PUT REAL ENERGY
INTO YOUR EMERGENCY
POWER NEEDS
MISSION-CRITICAL OPERATIONS DEMAND AN UNINTERRUPTED SUPPLY OF ENERGY. FROM LIFE-SAVING
EQUIPMENT IN HOSPITALS AND CARE FACILITIES TO IT SYSTEMS IN DATA CENTRES AND PRISON SECURITY
SYSTEMS. FOR AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL AT INTERNATIONAL AIRPORTS OR TECHNICAL FACILITIES IN NATIONAL
BROADCASTING STATIONS. THAT’S WHY YOU NEED A TRUSTED PARTNER LIKE ENERGYST ON STANDBY. WE
HAVE THE POWER AND EXPERTISE YOU NEED TO PROTECT YOUR OPERATIONS, YOUR SECURITY AND YOUR
REPUTATION. 24 HOURS A DAY, 365 DAYS A YEAR.
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BECAUSE WE KNOW
THAT FAILING TO KEEP
YOUR PROMISES COULD
DO UNTOLD DAMAGE TO
YOUR FINANCES – AND
YOUR REPUTATION.

The Energyst way
Whether you’re only interested in a particular
piece of rental equipment or want someone
to project manage your entire critical event
solution, Energyst can help. And we’ll put Real
Energy into understanding the unique needs
of your operation. First we’ll undertake a site
visit to assess your individual requirements.
Then our experts advise which equipment will
be needed to secure your operation and the
best way to connect it to your existing building
management systems.

A dedicated team
Trust is one of the biggest deciding factors
in choosing a critical event partner. With
Energyst you’ll be assigned a dedicated team
of experts to oversee your solution. It enables
us to co-ordinate everything from design
and planning to targeted response times and
technical support. We’ll also run through the
drill that will be required for a planned, or
emergency, event. So when it comes to a call
out, we’ll know the exact situation and will
have practised the routine before.

Setting the highest standards
Whatever your sector, we strive to match
your own requirements in terms of working
practices, performance targets and industry
standards. For example, should a power
failure compromise data security or financial
transactions, we’ll always aim to better
your contractual obligations for downtime
and system failures. Because we know
that failing to keep your promises could do
untold damage to your finances – and your
reputation. We also comply with, and work to,
the strictest guidelines for health and safety.
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IN A REAL EMERGENCY
YOU NEED EXPERTISE
ON STANDBY
Accidents, threats and vulnerabilities that
affect your power supply can put your entire
operation at risk. Whether it’s a natural,
human or technology disaster, a national
grid power failure or a scheduled test of your
own back-up systems, emergency event
planning is vital to secure your mission-critical
operations. Because in some cases, an
interrupted power supply could mean the
difference between life and death.
Planning for critical events
If your organisation operates 24 hours a day,
365 days a year, critical event planning is
vital to mitigate risk and avoid disruption.
And you only have one chance to get it right.
That’s why you need a partner like Energyst.
When it comes to critical power supply,
we have proven experience in facilities as
diverse as hospitals, airports, data centres
and chemical plants. In fact everywhere that
power and cooling is essential for day-to-day
operations. So we have the sector expertise
to recommend a critical power rental solution
(and a contingency plan) that minimises risk
and maximises peace of mind.

WE’RE
HERE
TO HELP

We’re here 24/7
It could be a severe storm, an earthquake or
other natural disaster. A technology failure or
even human error. An emergency can happen
at any time of the day or night. That’s why our
technical experts are on hand 24 hours a day,
365 days a year. So should the unthinkable
happen and you need emergency back up
right away, your call will be answered by an
Energyst expert who understands our systems
and can act immediately. Which could make
the difference between evacuating a hospital
or closing down an airport terminal and being
able to carry on business as normal.

The cooling experts
We’re also the temperature control experts.
Our large capacity rental chillers and air
coolers are available for cooling data centres,
server rooms, IT departments and computer
rooms. They are also suitable for personal
comfort or additional capacity cooling to
maintain process efficiency. So whatever
critical event you’re planning for, you can trust
Energyst to have the right solution.

CAT power rental
Whether you need power for an operating
theatre, data centre or site security, Energyst
has the CAT power rental solution to meet
your requirements. From 250 kVAs to megawatt capability, we can provide a failsafe
solution. One that works seamlessly with your
own building or process management systems
to provide the optimum power back up.

At Energyst we understand that no two critical facilities are ever the same.
So if one of our standard solutions doesn’t quite meet your needs, we’ll
create a customised solution that’s tailored to your exact requirements.
To find out more about our design and engineering expertise, or to ask our
advice on power, heating or cooling, call 00800 3637 4978.
We’ll put all our energy into helping you find the right solution.
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OUR SOLUTIONS
WHATEVER POWER, HEATING OR COOLING YOU NEED FOR YOUR CRITICAL FACILITY,
REAL ENERGY COMES FROM ENERGYST

POWER
SOLUTIONS

COOLING
SOLUTIONS

HEATING
SOLUTIONS

From a sudden power failure to a
planned shutdown, temporary power
for a small-scale project or a long-term
solution for a mega plant, Energyst can
help. We have a range of Caterpillar
generator sets for every power solution.
From a simple power set up to a multimegawatt installation, our modular
solutions work together to generate the
power you need. So if you need 500kVa,
simply rent four of our 125 kVA units.

Whatever you need to cool, Energyst can
also supply the perfect rental solution.
We have the most up-to-date and
efficient cooling equipment. Along with
all the professional advice and expertise
that will ensure your project is a success.

Our heating solutions are useful for a
diverse range of applications. Whether
you need a temporary source of heat for
an office or construction site, or need
to heat a critical industrial process,
Energyst has the heating systems,
quality equipment and expertise
you need.

Our power equipment includes:

Our cooling equipment includes:

Our heating equipment includes:

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

• Air heaters
• Hot water systems
• Heat pumps

Power Generators up to 2000 kVA
Cables
Fuel tanks
Distribution gear
Load banks
Transformers

Air conditioners
Air coolers
Air cooled chiller units (AC)
Water cooled chiller units (WC)
Air handlers

Our knowledgeable and experienced staff are on hand to answer any questions
or provide more information about how we can help meet your specific needs.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
VISIT ENERGYST.COM
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CALL US: 00800 3637 4978
EMAIL US: INFO@ENERGYST.COM

